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ON DONATI'S THEOREM IN SHELL THEORY

Z. RYCHTER (BIAŁYSTOK)
The Donati theorem has been formulated in connection with three-climensional problems of
the linear theory of elasticity. In this paper a simular theorem is considered for two-dimensional
problems encountered in the linear theory of shells. As closely related topics the stress functions
and compatibility equations in the shell theory are also studied. A shell is assumed to be deformed
in accordance with the hypothesis of linear distribution of the displacement vector across the shell
thickness. Thus, six local degrees of freedom of the shell are tak:en into account. The results ob
tained in the paper include, as a special case, the well-known stress functions and compatibility
equations of the Kirchhoff-Love and Reissner theories.

]. lNrRODUCTION

Donati's theorem (see [!] where a concise formulation of the theorem and related
references can be found) provides a simple method of deriving the three-dimensional
compatibility equations in the Iinear theory of elasticity. The method only requires
a representation of the stress tensor in terms of stress functions. As regards the
Iinear theory of shells, its equations being essentially two-dimensional, an analogue
of the Donati theorem has so far not been formulated. Nevertheless, a similar
approach based on a virtual work principle with appropriate stress functions was
used in [2] to derive the compatibility equations in the framework of the Reissner
•type shell theory.
The present paper concerns a more generał linear theory of shells referred to
as a six-parametric theory (SP). Such a theory results from the assumption of linear
distribution of the displacement vector across the shell thickness [3-7]. Alternatively,
SP is obtained when the shell is thought to be a Cosserat surface with six !ocal kin
ematical degrees of freedom [8].
The aim ofthis paper is to provide a formulation and proof of the Donati theorem
for SP. Also, a generał solution of the equations of equilibrium of SP in terms of
stress functions is given. From the Donati theorem presented, the compatibility
equations for SP are deduced in a form equivalent to those found in [8] for a Cosserat
surface. Under appropriate restricions, the results mentioned reduce to the stress
functions and compatibility equations known in the Kirchhoff-Love and the Reiss
ner shell theories, see e.g. [2, 9-11].
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The above meets the assumptions of the Dubois-Rymond lemma, so the multipliers
by the stress functions in Eq. (5.2) must be zero. Thus we arrive at
(5.3)

e•P [-y.J p +(x.+b, r,,)Xgp ]=0,
e•P

"a,lp = 0,

e•P (x,+b. y33)l p =0,
("3«-Y33l a) 1"=0.

These equatious are ideutical with those (see [81) ensuring the existence of a unique
displacement field in shell deforming in conformity with the kinematical assumptions
of SP. Consequently, Eqs. (5.3) are the needed compatibility equations of SP in
vector form.
According to the Donati theorem, the compatibility equations (5.3) are related
to the stress functions in the form (4.1). In the same way, the component form of
Eqs. (5.3) can be ascribed to component representation (4.3) of the st1ess functions.
Similarly, another componeat version of the compatibility equations will be obtained
using the Donati theorem with the stress functions (4,5), to wit
(5.4)

,iP• [e"' ("ap +b., Y33 -r,.l p)l ,,+e"' b; r.,1,]=0,
e"' ,,, [r,pl ,,,-b,,, (",p+b,p )'33 -r,.1,)]=0,
e•P (",p+b,p y,3-y3,l p -b! y,.) =0,

e<P "3,l p =0,

("3,-y, 3 1,) "=0.

These equations of compatibility are clearly equivalent to those given in [8] for
a Cosserat surface. Assuming "3, =y33 =0, Eqs. (5.4) become identical with the
Reissner-type compatibility equations [2]; also when, y3,=0, !hen Eqs. (5.4) are
tlie same as the Kirchhoff-Love-type compatibility equations derived in [9].
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